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Overall Winner
Louise Sewell
Most Entries
Myrtle Karlicki
Prizes Sponsored by

STEPHEN AUSTIN

Award presentations will be made at the next meeting,
7:00 pm, Tuesday, Sept 1st, at the First Lutheran Church,
4091 Lakeshore Road, if held

Virtual Flower Show
Alicja Paradzik
A Virtual Flower Show! What a great idea, we thought.
Many of us Flower Show fans were feeling sad that the Kelowna Garden Club Flower Show
at Guisachan Park had to be cancelled due to the Covid 19 situation. Considering the possibility
of holding a virtual Flower Show seemed ideal. What a great way for all of us to show off our
lovelies, earn trophies and win prizes.
Easy peasy, we thought. Just design a Schedule, ask people to send one photo per email,
sort into classes (on the computer) send to the judges, get the judging results and done. No
problem.
Schedule was designed, announcement and instructions went out to all the members and
this part of the process (with the advice of John and handsome son-in-law, the systems analyst,
as to wording, etc.) was completed fairly easily.
The photos started coming in. Yeah! After eliminating some duplicate photos and adding
in the odd multiple entry per email, we received a total of 76 entries from 16 members.
(As you read the next part of the process, you must know that we are not computer
techies and have limited knowledge. We can execute simple tasks, like email but anything more
complex is a bit challenging. )
And now the “getting the entries ready for judging” process began. Each entry was given
a unique number and then sorted into the appropriate class. Should be easy, right?

No. Not at all.
People use different programs, different methods, different cameras. So for some photos
we could easily copy them over into “classes”. Some could be “dragged” over into the correct
classes and some had to be saved on the desktop first and then either copied into the correct
class or dragged into it. So this step was a bit of a challenge but eventually got done without too
much tearing out of hair.
Once this part was sorted out, things were looking up. We had the hang of this part of the
process and now ready to send emails to the judges. One email per class with each photo
identified only by the assigned entry number. Easy peasy? NO!
Started off by sending them in emails but that didn’t work too well as the program
(probably my ineptness) muddled the entry photos and entry numbers. But that’s OK, I
thought, I can use Power Point and send them that way.
This method worked great until it
came to the actual emailing. Once more, one email per class but when we pushed the “send”
button, the computer did not like the size of the file and refused to send them. Now it was
frustration to the max! Much gnashing of teeth and ripping out of hair.

So now what? Time for Plan C!!!!
Our lovely neighbour, Paul, came to the rescue . After he refreshed his memory as to a
suitable process, he taught me the “Google Slides” method. And ….Eureka!!!! It worked, just the
way I envisioned!
So after three solid days of work, frustration and my stressing out the judges and
the newsletter editor, the judges received the emails and all the photos beautifully.
Sanity restored and I could breathe again!

Thank you everyone!
Thank you for all the lovely photo entries.
Thank you Linda, Charmaine and John for your patience.
Thank you Belinda for setting up everything so beautifully.
And thank you, Virtual Flower Show for expanding my mind and teaching me something new!

Judging
Decisions are judges opinions, based on their training and experience.
So when you do not agree with the judges opinions, remember the three
rules of judging.
Rule 1: The judge is always right
Rule 2: When the judge is wrong, read rule 1.
Rule 3: Any attempt to alter a judges decision is a hanging offence.

Class 1 Yellow Peace Rose
One single bloom of a Yellow Peace Rose for the Yellow Peace Rose Trophy.

1st
Myrtle
Karlicki

A rose that lives up to its reputation. As Louise Hole says “the greatest rose of our time named for
the world’s greatest desire, peace.“

Class 2 Hybrid Tea Rose
One single bloom, any colour except Yellow Peace Rose.

1st
Alicja
Paradzik

A textbook example of a graceful shape with the petals
symmetrical arranged in a circular outline tending to a
high center.

Class 3 Floribundas
One spray, any colour.

1st
Louise
Sewell

Visual impact of the spray is dramatic. Many florets in what appears to be the classic circular
pattern.

Class 4 Miniature Rose
One single bloom, any colour.

1st
Sue
Shanks

Petals perfectly unfurling in a symmetrical spiral to outer petals.

Class 5 Iris
One stalk of bearded iris, any colour, for the Iris Trophy in memory of Alex Rudy.

1st
Shirley
Hathway

Many blooms with erect standards.

Class 6 Peony
One single bloom, any type, any colour, for the Challenge Cup for peonies.
Donated by Kelowna and District Horticultural Society.

1st
Sue
Shanks

Symmetrical and well poised on the stem.

Class 7 Lily
One spike with multiple blooms for the Lily Trophy.
Donated by Valley Brand Fertilizer.

1st
Louise
Sewell

Fresh clear colour with a large number of flowers open.

Class 8 Delphinium
One spike for the Jill Reid Delphinium Cup.

1st
Alicja
Paradzik

Excellent example of a uniform spike, long and straight
with evenly spaced florets.

Class 9 Clematis
One single bloom with own foliage.

1st
Marilyn
Degraw

Positive example of radial symmetry
with sepals evenly spaced.

Class 10 Shasta Daisy
One single bloom, any type.

1st
Louise
Sewell

Crisp, turgid and symmetrical.

Class 11 Summertime
A large exhibit of perennial flowers and greenery.

1st
Nancy
Webb

Great array of summer flowers.

Class 12 Tranquility
An exhibit of different kinds of foliage only.

1st
Bev
Ackerlund

Striking use of colour and texture.

Class 14 Tasty Herbs
3 or more herbs of any variety attractively arranged in a mason jar.

1st
Louise Sewell

Lots of variety of plant material attractively
arranged.

Class 15 Patio Party
A patio container or hanging basket featuring an assortment of plants.

1st
Linda Borrowman

Sings of summer, good variety of plant material.

Class 16 Can be Prickly
An assortment of cacti and/or succulents of any kind in a suitable container.

1st
Louise Sewell

Lots of variety in an interesting container.

Class 13 In my Garden – an arrangement in a basket of different kinds of
fruit and vegetables.

Class 17 Child’s Creation – an arrangement of flowers and greenery in a
recycled container.

There were no entries for these two classes

Judging in a time of COVID-19
Linda Edser & Charmaine Waddington
Our members delivered a creative and fun “virtual” Kelowna Garden Club Flower Show
for 2020. How different from the glory of colour, your exciting flower-craft and the camaraderie
we normally enjoy!
As judges for this unique show, we had the pleasure of reviewing the photographs you
submitted to present your beautiful exhibits. Photographs can never take the place of the actual
physical exhibit, but this was an innovative approach to maintain the tradition of our show
under the very unusual circumstances of the Covid-19.
Judging is an assessment of the work of others by a qualified evaluator. Exhibits are
always judged as they are at the moment of judging, not as they might be a few hours from now,
or as they were a few hours ago. In this case, photographic submissions were judged at the time
the photos were taken.
As judges we normally examine each exhibit from all sides to seek out the story the
exhibit might tell. Judging your photographs rather than your actual exhibits presented a
different challenge and required us to create a suitable solution. We thought you might be
interested in how our virtual judging process worked.
We each received your emailed photographs, sorted by classes. Connected by
speakerphone from our individual homes and using our own computers, we viewed and
discussed each entry for each class, one exhibit at a time. We judged together, while apart.
It was a unique way to judge. We realized immediately that we needed to accommodate
some new factors into our judging, such as the visual influence of the composition of the image,
the angle at which the photos were taken, the light exposure and depth of field, the different
types of cameras used for the photography, etc.
We agreed this was an interesting and very rewarding experience - but once again it
showcased the talented, enthusiastic, flexible and outstanding gardeners we have in our club.
It was an unforgettable experience, as if we were in a time machine plunged into the
future. H.G. Wells and Dr. Who were not imaginary any more.
Is this going to be a glimpse of the future? Who can tell? We hope we will not lose the
present and be able to see the texture of the petals and smell the fragrance. We want our time
machine back in the present sweeping away sinister viruses along the way.
Congratulations to all who participated. We will be excited to enjoy your beautiful
exhibits “in the flesh” next year and to enjoy the “Okanagan warmth” that characterizes our
more conventional Flower Show experience.

Pictures of Flowers that Almost Won

